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The highly-respected book of reference of sought-after Independent Schools in membership of the Independent Schools Council's
Associations: HMC, GSA, The Society of Heads, IAPS, ISA and COBIS.
An anthology of 50 classic women writers with an active table of contents to make it easy to quickly find the book you are looking
for. Works include: Adam Bede by George Eliot Agnes Grey by Anne Bronte Anne of Green Gables by Lucy Maud Montgomery
Anthem by Ayn Rand Awakening and Selected Short Stories by Kate Chopin Black Beauty by Anna Sewell The Circular Staircase
by Mary Roberts Rinehart The Clever Woman of the Family by Charlotte Yonge The Colors of Space by Marion Zimmer Bradley
The Convert by Elizabeth Robins A Circuit Rider's Wife by Corra Harris Cranford by Elizabeth Cleghorn Gaskell Daddy-Long-Legs
by Jean Webster A Dog of Flanders by Louisa de la Rame Each Man Kills by Victoria Glad Emma McChesney & Co by Edna
Ferber The Fire Bird by Gene Stratton-Porter Frankenstein by Mary Shelley Heidi by Johanna Spyri The House of Mirth By Edith
Wharton Hubert's Wife by Minnie Mary Lee In the Mountains by Elizabeth von Arnim Incidents in the Life of a Slave Girl by Harriet
Jacobs The Indiscreet Letter by Eleanor Hallowell Jane Eyre by Charlotte Bronte Lady Audley's Secret by Mary Elizabeth Braddon
The Land of Little Rain by Mary Austin Life in the Iron-Mills by Rebecca Harding Davis Love Affairs of an Old Maid by Lilian Bell
Man and Maid by Elinor Glyn Miss Philly Firkin, The China-Woman by Mary Russell Mitford My Antonia by Willa Cather The
Mysteries of Udolpho by Ann Radcliffe Night and Day by Virginia Woolf Phoebe, Junior by Margaret Oliphant Pollyanna by Eleanor
H. Porter Pride and Prejudice by Jane Austen The Princess of Cleves by Madame de Lafayette The Railway Children by E. Nesbit
Ramona by Helen Hunt Jackson Rebecca of Sunnybrook Farm by Kate Douglas Wiggin The Scarlet Pimpernel by Baroness Orczy
The Secret Adversary by Agatha Christie The Secret Garden by Frances Hodgson Burnett A Simple Story by Mrs. Inchbald The
Tale of Peter Rabbit by Beatrix Potter Story of My Life by Helen Keller What Not by Rose Macaulay Wuthering Heights by Emily
Bronte Yellow Wallpaper by Charlotte Perkins Gilman
Does your youth group suffer from the "silent complex"? Need help to get them talking about what's really important? Would you
like to be a more effective discussion leader? Then look no further! Get 'Em Talking gives you 104 field-tested ideas that will get
your kids talking about topics like . . . Rock Music - Dating - Serving God - Death - Friendship - Peer Pressure - Anger - Drugs and
Alcohol - Gossip - Family - Parents - The Church - Values - Faith - Cheating - Jesus . . . and many more! Get 'Em Talking is the
perfect resource for anyone who leads discussions. You'll glean the insights of two of the nation's most experienced youth
professionals on what makes discussion groups tick, how to get a good discussion started, what to do when problems hit, and
much more. Learn How to Effectively Use Discussion Techniques Like: - No-risk Discussions - Rug Discussions - "If" Surveys Yarn-Sharing Experiences - Relay Discussions - Tape Talk - Groupers - Continuum Discussions -- Get 'Em Talking will quickly
become an indispensable part of your youth ministry resource library. Whenever you need a great discussion-starting idea, just
reach for Get 'Em Talking!
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The 2nd installment of Shojai's dark, female-driven domestic thriller series featuring pet-centric plots: A mysterious contagion will
shatter countless lives unless a service dog and his trainer find a missing cat . . . in 24 hours. A STALKER hides in plain sight. A
VICTIM faces her worst fear. AND A DOG seeks the missing--and finds hope. Eight years ago, animal behaviorist September Day
escaped a sadistic captor who left her ashamed, terrified, and struggling with PTSD. She trusts no one--except her Maine Coon
cat Macy and service dog Shadow. Shadow also struggles with trust. A German Shepherd autism service dog who rescued his
child partner only to lose his-boy forever, Shadow's crippling fearof abandonment shakes his faith in humans. HIDE AND SEEK
continues the story begun in LOST AND FOUND. September must solve an epidemic of Alzheimer's-like symptoms, evade a
relentless sadist from her past, and protect her chosen family from the killer. September has only 24 hours to uncover the truth
about Macy's mysterious illness or pay the deadly consequences. When September learns to trust again, and a good-dog takes a
chance on love, together they find hope in the midst of despair--and discover what family really means.
This book is intended to contribute to the ongoing discourse about Liberia or about Africa, which has often left people perplexed. According to
a 2013 World Bank report, Africa has 30 percent of the world’s minerals and proven oil reserves equivalent to 10 percent of global stock.
How is it that Africa, which has such enormous mineral and oil wealth, is the poorest continent in the world? A similar question would suffice
for Liberia, which became independent since 1847, has been a sovereign nation for over 170 years but is ranked as one of the poorest
countries in the world. This is irrespective of the fact that the country is endowed with abundant natural resources. Accordingly, I herewith
submit that Africa or Liberia is not poor but poorly managed, and that corruption is a major source of bad governance, widespread poverty
and instability on the continent. There can be no question that corruption is like a cancer eating at the vitals of Africa, my beloved country
Liberia being one of the worst affected on the continent. This is why this book is titled, Corruption is Destroying Africa: The Case of Liberia.
Because of corruption, critical public services such as health and education have remained in a state of dysfunction.
Seven Drafts: Self-Edit Like a Pro from Blank Page to Book divides writing and revision into distinct stages, with a new focus in each draft.
Allison's frank, funny voice encourages writers to tackle even big editing tasks with a sense of humor and a feeling that someone who
understands is on their side. After sections on story, elements of writing craft and structure, seeking and using feedback, and the publication
process, Seven Drafts goes beyond the technical and into the mindset of a writer. How can envy be employed to fuel your own work? Where
do you find a writing community? How will literary citizenship influence personal process?
A listing of medical practitioners registered with the General Medical Council. Includes England, Scotland, Wales, and Northern Ireland. Data
includes name, address, degrees, colleges, appointment, memberships, and publications. Also contains information on United Kingdom
hospitals, NHS trusts, and boards of health.
Davey is trying to forget the scary events of last midsummer, but an encounter with a face from the past brings memories flooding back-and
some very bad news. Then an archaeological dig turns up more than just a few old bones and Davey, his sister and cousins are once again
battling with evil forces from the underground city.

In the midsummer of his twelfth birthday, Davey, his twin cousins and his sister Kate, embark on a tour of the infamous
underground city in Davey's hometown. As the tour progresses, Davey finds himself separated from the others, and
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inside an eerie chamber. Here he is drawn to a large and hazy-glassed mirror. In a moment, Davey's reflection blurs, and
he finds himself back on the streets of the ancient city - but the residents are not of his time - they are ghosts, and some
do not take kindly to those from 'the other side'. Davey encounters some friendly spirits, too - but they urge him to try to
make it back to his own time, before an evil ghost crew discovers he is mortal. A frantic search for his own world begins,
and Davey makes it just in time. But he senses there is unfinished business and, come Hallowe'en, the ghosts will be on
the lookout for him - and this time they will be visiting his world . . .
Charlotte M. Yonge’s novels helped spread the influence of the Oxford Movement, while exploring many genres of
fiction. Her novel ‘The Heir of Redclyffe’ was one of the great financial successes of the Victorian era, tantalising
readers with the story of the Byronic Guy Morville. Yonge’s success enabled her to donate large amounts of her royalties
to missionary work. For the first time in publishing history, this comprehensive eBook presents Yonge’s complete novels,
with numerous illustrations, rare texts, informative introductions and the usual Delphi bonus material. (Version 1) *
Beautifully illustrated with images relating to Yonge’s life and works * Original introductions to the major novels * ALL 53
novels, with individual contents tables * Many rare novels appear here for the first time in digital publishing, including
ASTRAY, Yonge’s collaborative novel * Images of how the books were first published, giving your eReader a taste of the
original texts * Excellent formatting of the texts * Many novels are fully illustrated with their original artwork * A range of
short fiction, available in no other collection, including THE CHRISTMAS MUMMERS * Includes Yonge’s rare play – first
time in digital print * Features a comprehensive selection of Yonge’s non-fiction - spend hours exploring the author’s
varied works * Also provides a bonus biography - discover Yonge’s literary life * Scholarly ordering of texts into
chronological order and literary genres Please visit www.delphiclassics.com to browse through our range of exciting titles
and download your FREE copy of ‘The Heir of Redclyffe’ from our Yonge product page. CONTENTS: The Novels
ABBEYCHURCH SCENES AND CHARACTERS THE RAILROAD CHILDREN HENRIETTA’S WISH KENNETH
LANGLEY SCHOOL THE TWO GUARDIANS THE HEIR OF REDCLYFFE THE CASTLE BUILDERS HEARTSEASE
THE LITTLE DUKE THE LANCES OF LYNWOOD THE DAISY CHAIN BEN SYLVESTER’S WORD DYNEVOR
TERRACE FRIARSWOOD POST OFFICE HOPES AND FEARS THE PIGEON PIE THE STOKESLEY SECRET THE
YOUNG STEPMOTHER COUNTESS KATE THE TRIAL THE CLEVER WOMAN OF THE FAMILY THE DOVE IN THE
EAGLE’S NEST THE PRINCE AND THE PAGE THE SIX CUSHIONS THE CHAPLET OF PEARLS THE CAGED LION
LITTLE LUCY’S WONDERFUL GLOBE THE PILLARS OF THE HOUSE LADY HESTER MY YOUNG ALCIDES THE
THREE BRIDES UNKNOWN TO HISTORY STRAY PEARLS THE ARMOURER’S PRENTICES NUTTIE’S FATHER
THE TWO SIDES OF THE SHIELD MAGNUM BONUM LOVE AND LIFE CHANTRY HOUSE ASTRAY A MODERN
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TELEMACHUS UNDER THE STORM BEECHCROFT AT ROCKSTONE A REPUTED CHANGELING THE LONG
VACATION TWO PENNILESS PRINCESSES THAT STICK GRISLY GRISELL THE CARBONELS THE HERD BOY
AND HIS HERMIT MODERN BROODS The Shorter Fiction THE CHRISTMAS MUMMERS A BOOK OF GOLDEN
DEEDS OF ALL TIMES AND ALL LANDS AUNT CHARLOTTE’S STORIES OF GREEK HISTORY FOR THE LITTLE
ONES SOWING AND SEWING MORE BYWORDS The Play THE APPLE OF DISCORD The Non-Fiction PIONEERS
AND FOUNDERS YOUNG FOLKS’ HISTORY OF ENGLAND YOUNG FOLKS’ HISTORY OF ROME LIFE OF JOHN
COLERIDGE PATTESON HISTORY OF FRANCE CAMEOS FROM ENGLISH HISTORY OLD TIMES AT
OTTERBOURNE LADY GEORGIANA FULLERTON. MRS. STRETTON. ANNE. MANNING THE CHOSEN PEOPLE
JOHN KEBLE’S PARISHES The Biography CHARLOTTE MARY YONGE by Edith Sichel Please visit
www.delphiclassics.com to browse through our range of exciting titles or to purchase this eBook as a Parts Edition of
individual eBooks
She doesn’t trust people. But can she team up with a service puppy to catch a murderer? 3 books. 995+ pages of fastpaced thrillers brimming with amateur sleuthing and loyal dogs. “Riveting, heart-wrenching, and brilliant…” –James
Rollins, New York Times bestseller of Bloodline Animal behaviorist September Day protects her broken heart by keeping
everyone at arm’s length. Still distraught over her husband’s death in the line of duty, she heads back to her Texas
home to launch a dog-training business. But her grief takes a back seat when her autistic nephew goes missing in a freak
blizzard. Partnering with the boy’s support pup Shadow, September uncovers a shocking conspiracy hiding a deadly
“miracle drug.” Hounded by vengeful enemies and stalkers from her past, human and dog must learn to work together
and sniff out the source of corruption before more vulnerable kids die. Can September and Shadow forge a bond and
stop ruthless conspiracies, lethal contagions, and relentless killers? The September Day Thriller Box Set contains the first
three action-packed novels in the gripping September and Shadow series. If you like dark suspense, novice detectives,
and courageous animals, then you’ll love Amy Shojai’s roller-coaster collection. Buy The September Day Thriller Box
Set to join the hunt for justice today!
"Collection of monologues from the Playscripts, Inc. catalog of plays, representing a variety of American playwrights. The
source material for each monologue may be found on the Playscripts website, where nearly the entire text of every play
can be read for free. Intended for teenage actors"--Provided by publisher.
"A hilarious mixed-gender take on the Scottish play! Everything goes wrong. The witches take over the storytelling,
Queen Duncan would rather open a donut franchise than die, Lady M's a bloodthirsty June Cleaver, and the murderers
are preoccupied with creating a commercial for their services" -- Back cover.
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Mike Mallon is running away from his past. With his family's history, it is expected he will go to Mexico. Instead he goes
north and founds the Double M Ranch in Corbit, Montana. Once there his life is intertwined with the men and women in
the valley. Especially his wife, Janet, his best friend Nevada, the half breed, Maggie, and the town's founder, Ned Corbit.
When the past catches up with Mike, it destroys not only his family but also touches the lives of everyone else in the
valley. For better or for worse, Mike's temper ruins his relationship with many of those who have been closest to him.
Only a bazaar twist of fate can right the wrongs and bring Mike the peace he so desires.
The Congressional Record is the official record of the proceedings and debates of the United States Congress. It is
published daily when Congress is in session. The Congressional Record began publication in 1873. Debates for sessions
prior to 1873 are recorded in The Debates and Proceedings in the Congress of the United States (1789-1824), the
Register of Debates in Congress (1824-1837), and the Congressional Globe (1833-1873)
Preserving an engaging, little-known slice of American life, The Dark Side of Hopkinsville is a collection of ten picaresque
tales bearing witness to a black child's life in a southern town at the turn of the century. Born and reared in Hopkinsville,
Kentucky, Ted Poston (1906-1974) became the first black career-long reporter for a major metropolitan daily (the New
York Post) and served as a member of Franklin D. Roosevelt's "Negro Cabinet" in Washington in 1940. After thirty-five
years at the Post, Poston was without question the "Dean of Black Journalists." Acquainted with the major figures of the
Harlem Renaissance, Poston regaled his associates with tales of his childhood. These memories resulted in the stories
collected in The Dark Side of Hopkinsville. Told from the vantage point of "Ted," a bright, high-spirited student at Booker
T. Washington Colored Grammar School, the stories focus on a coterie of imaginative children, their entertainments and
games, ties to the church, and relations with immediate and extended families. The memorable, recurring characters in
the stories are based on individuals Poston knew: Cousin Blind Mary, a fortune teller who can see into someone's future
only after consulting with the servants of the family in question; Ted's father, Ephraim, "the only Negro Democrat in our
Hopkinsville, Kentucky, or in the whole state of Kentucky for that matter"; Fertilizer Ferguson, whom Ted credits with
coining the phrase "eating higher up on the hog"; and Ted's schoolmate Knee Baby Watkins, the "catalytic agent who
precipitated the most disasterous social feud in the history of Hopkinsville." Though the presence of prejudice--both
within and outside the race--is acknowledged throughout the stories, that social reality does not lessen the characters'
exuberant enjoyment of being young. After watching Bronco Billy and his black sidekick, Pistol Pete, at the nickel movie
on Saturdays, Ted and his friends make Pistol Pete the hero and Bronco Billy the sidekick of their games in "The
Werewolf of Woolworth's." In "The Revolt of the Evil Fairies," Ted uses Palmer's Skin Success ("guaranteed to give you a
light complexion in just seven days") so that he can play Prince Charming opposite his fair-skinned sweetheart in the
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school play. Kathleen A. Hauke has annotated the stories with recollections of the author's family and friends, who are
often major characters in the stories. An extended biographical and critical introduction offers background information on
the life and work of Ted Poston, and on old Hopkinsville and its residents.
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